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Jean-Yves Le Naour already has a reputation for innovative scholarship. His book on the so-called »Black 

Horror on the Rhine« (La Honte noire: l’Allemagne et les troupes coloniales françaises, 2004) is the best 

book-length treatment of the issue so far, and his work on the soldier who lost his memory in World War I, 

Le soldat inconnu: la guerre, la mort, la mémoire (2008), is a powerful case study on war trauma and 

mourning. It is also a relevant predecessor for the book Les soldats de la honte, which deals with those 

soldiers from World War I who usually had no physical injuries but displayed a range of disabling 

symptoms, both physical and psychological. We would talk of post-traumatic stress disorder today, but 

doctors in 1914–1918 were never sure how to diagnose and treat these cases, numbering in the tens of 

thousands in each army. While some doctors advocated a mild and relaxing therapy, others believed that 

electric shock therapy would be best, having the added benefit of deterring simulators. Wartime psychiatry 

was quick to participate in psychological warfare: psychiatrists claimed that war psychosis happened only 

to the enemy and was a symptom of weaker mental fiber, a sign of degeneracy, or a sign of a lower stage 

of physical development. Wartime psychiatry also became increasingly exclusive of theories advocated by 

scientists from enemy countries, no matter how highly respected they had been before. 

The phenomenon was so widespread, however, that it required more differentiated attention. French 

psychiatrists began advancing a range of theories, suggesting that war-related mental cases revealed an 

individual predisposition, with the war acting simply as a trigger. Other theories suggested that war 

neurosis indicated latent syphilis or the effect of excessive alcohol consumption. Some psychiatrists 

reduced the »hysterical« symptoms to race: black soldiers reacted differently than Arabs and North African 

Jews. The former, considered to be »big children«, were believed to be more honest and infantile in their 

hysterical symptoms whereas the latter two were assumed to have more of a predisposition to simulating, 

with Jews »naturally« having an eye for getting war pensions at little risk. Whereas some scientists 

believed that the wind and commotion caused by the explosion of heavy shells caused very small but 

powerful changes in the brain or the nervous system, others saw the causation more in the emotional 

realm. The diagnosis had potentially important legal and financial consequences: if doctors explained the 

mental phenomena as war-induced »injuries«, rather than as the result of individual dispositions, the 

injured soldiers had a right to state pensions on par with people who lost an arm or a leg. This debate also 

carried a menacing disciplinary connotation: if the mentally sick soldiers were merely simulators, they 

were deserters and ought to be shot.
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The book shifts tack in the fifth chapter, »Henchmen in White Blouses«, where Le Naour zooms in on the 

use of electrotherapy by French psychiatrists. He gives many examples of well-respected practitioners 

who believed that their mental patients only needed a stronger will. These psychiatrists would yell at their 

patients in degrading ways and make them »exercise« their will. If this did not help (it rarely did), they 

submitted the patients to electric shocks. The narrative here centers on one particularly harsh but widely 

respected practitioner, Dr. Clovis Vincent in Tours. Vincent applied a method of strong electric shocks 

called the »electric torpedo.« He claimed to have had almost miraculous success, and psychiatrists from 

other institutions began sending their most difficult patients to Tours. With the fatherland in danger, Vincent 

considered it justified to inflict »therapeutic« pain even though he and his imitators could not deny that 

some of the practices resembled torture. He was a military physician and considered his patients to be 

shirkers and simulators at heart. All seemed to go well for Vincent until Baptiste Deschamps, a partially 

paralyzed soldier, appeared in his practice in May 1916. Deschamps had the audacity to refuse treatment, 

arguing that he had already been exposed to many electric shocks elsewhere, to no avail. Vincent, as 

usual, yelled at him, using the informal tu form: »You cannot give me orders. I will do what I want!« But 

when Vincent took out his electric »torpedoes« to start the treatment, Deschamps gave him a solid punch 

into his face. Vincent flew into a fit of rage, essentially beating the patient to pulp. Deschamps had to face 

trial for military disobedience (Vincent was an officer and therefore had the right to give his patients 

orders).

The trial turned into a huge public affair after a left-wing deputy of the French parliament decided to 

defend Deschamps. His defenders argued that a patient had the right to refuse treatment. The accusers 

around Vincent claimed that Deschamps had violated military hierarchy and that letting his behavior go 

unpunished would undermine the French military effort. More and more, the trial became a discussion of 

Vincent’s methods. It turned out that many patients had been beaten by Vincent and his helpers before; 

sometimes, naked patients trying to flee from his »torpedoes« had been chased down the hallways of his 

hospital. Neighbors reported about screams coming from Vincent’s practice. Yet, »patriotic« deputies and 

journalists defended Vincent’s method; some of them even subjected themselves to the treatment of his 

»torpedoes,« claiming afterwards that the pain was very manageable (although it was not clear whether 

he had exposed them to the same high dosages that he used on his patients). The press debate heated 

up with such notions as the case Vincent-Deschamps being dubbed the »Dreyfus Affair of military 

medicine.« Satirical newspapers joked about torpedo boat commanders being sent to Tours to be 

deployed in Vincent’s hospital and talked about the therapeutic use of boxing matches. Some leftist 

newspapers even argued that Vincent’s methods were so cruel that they deserved to be called – ultimate 

insult – »boche«. At the end, Deschamps received a mild sentence, triggering both outrage and 

satisfaction in a deeply polarized public.

Electric shock therapy continued, albeit with a bit more restraint. Vincent, who had been thoroughly 

embarrassed by the trial and the press coverage, gave up in early 1917, but a doctor Roussy quickly 
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became known as a more responsible practitioner. In the idyllic setting of the Jura mountains, Roussy 

treated patients in relative isolation and in a comfortable environment but still with quite strong shocks. 

When six soldiers refused to be treated by this allegedly so human doctor, they were sentenced to five 

years of penal work. But Roussy did not treat them.

Le Naour concludes with some observations about new ideas coming from Freud and psychoanalysis, 

initially condemned by French scientists as an »Austro-German mental illness«, but argues that French 

war psychiatry had not made much progress throughout the war. He criticizes French physicians for their 

insensitivity and lack of caution but admits that they were confronted with phenomena for which they were 

poorly prepared. They found it difficult to let go of their notions that the French race was »manly« and 

hardy enough to withstand the war experience and that the patients were cowards and simulators.

Le Naour presents a haunting picture of war psychiatry. The multi-faceted debates about patients’ rights 

and national duty are powerful and add an important facet to the historiography of the First World War. Yet, 

the book has some structural weaknesses. It shifts back and forth between a comparative international 

picture and an analysis that is focused on France alone. Sometimes it is not clear whether the conclusions 

apply to France or to other countries, too. Moreover, the first half of the book deals more with the 

comparative angle and the nationalization of psychiatry particularly in France, whereas the second half is 

dominated by the Vincent-Deschamps trial, which almost seems to highjack the earlier presentation. It 

therefore remains a bit unclear where war psychiatry stood at the end of the First World War and to what 

extent national approaches still differed. Nonetheless, Le Naour has presented another innovative and 

eminently readable book.
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